Summerbird Rises: An Act of Entreaty (Series Book One) by Debi Ennis Binder
Summerbird Asii has always been an inept seer. Why try to deny it? She’s spent her young life hiding her
fractured magic, in a land where magic will get you a death sentence faster than any crime. The last thing
she needs is a visit from a gruff griffin with a task.
An evil sorcerer has impaired the magic of several highborn Fey. He needs her help to rescue them. No,
she has no choice. Oh, before he goes—there’s also a mystical and mythological entity, hiding from his
ancient and malevolent counterpart—he needs help too. Before she can refuse or even catch her breath,
the griffin is fading away. But his last words will linger in her head, making it impossible to sleep—Would
you like to learn your magic?
Summerbird Rises begins the tale of Summerbird, a young seer who fears that her ultimate talent is her
appalling inability to be a seer. But making things up is a decent living, as the last thing she wants is to end
up in prison—or executed. And she doesn’t want to cross paths with the over armed men that enforced
the ‘no-magic’ law.
When a gruff, wheedling griffin shows up in her cottage, she cannot get rid of him without agreeing to
perform a “small” task for him. Things will never be the same for Summerbird. Follow her as she learns
who—and what—she really is and what threatens the magical land where she was born. Why was she
taken away and left in this mundane hell? And why did her grandfather leave her in a non-magical world
with a well-used green-crystal ball, and the words, “This is your legacy. Forget whatever you see in it.”
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Dragon Rings: The Ring-Witches of Nesht (Series Book One) by Debi Ennis Binder
Something dark and terrifying is striking unseen in the night, bringing death and devastation to peaceable
Nesht, then vanishing back into the surrounding mountains.
Ring-Witches Mayra and Wolfe join uneasy forces to investigate. How can something so formidable and
destructive obliterate villages, kill people, yet leave behind valuable gold and jewels? What do these
savage invaders want?
A large, powerful presence makes itself known to Mayra, but it refuses to show itself. When Mayra probes,
it brings her scorching, mind-rending pain, and then inconsolably apologizes for its actions! Mayra finds a
huge, bloodstained talon, and she finally knows their foe—a dragon.

So long unseen they are now a myth, why have they returned to Nesht? What do they seek, if not riches?
Mayra and Wolfe quickly learn that there are some things worth more than a life. Some causes that even
mighty dragons will die for.
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Dragon's Revenge: The Ring-Witches of Nesht (Series Book Two) by Debi Ennis Binder
Powerful Ring-Witches, Mayra and Wolfe have fled their kingdom, accompanied by their witch-warrior
friends, escaping with the dragons they rescued. But once they reach the dragon’s cold homeland, they
find an empty Aerie. Where are the dragon females and the younglings? Barely do the witches have time

to rest before they are winging their way to rescue the stolen dragons—but this one is challenging from
the beginning.
The witches quickly find themselves trapped in a vast system of caverns with Hagan, an evil, fanatical
dragon, and his helpers—a greedy shapeshifter and a wrathful gnome. Mayra is running out of time. If
she doesn’t wrest a powerful talisman from Hagan’s control before, he can use it, he will take control of
all the noble dragons that Mayra loves. Hagan threatens to kill his hostages—the female dragons and their
tiny offspring, unless Mayra leaves him to collect his terrible treasure from its hiding place.
Can Mayra and Wolfe rescue the dragons—large and small—and find the talisman before Hagan and his
irrational accomplices destroy all that the mighty dragons hold dearest to them? It won’t be as easy this
time, for Hagan, a wielder of dark dragon magic, dares the humans to battle him—the most savagely
horrific dragon ever hatched.
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About Debi Ennis Binder: There are many far-flung worlds of magic to escape to, where fantastic
characters and their tales are waiting to be discovered and articulated. Debi's quest is to capture the
mythos of magical worlds and make them accessible in ways that will beguile and charm, frighten and
enthrall--in short, enchant those of the mundane and non-magical worlds. She frequently journeys out
into the magical realms to renew old acquaintances and make new friends. Some beings are good, some
bad, many don't know what they are. Truthfully, discerning one from the other can be difficult. But Debi
records each tale faithfully. With the varieties of their species and the worlds they live in--full of discord

and harmony, love and hate, virtue and corruption--their lives can be breathtaking! Ultimately, her tales
are of strong women and men discovering inner strength and a purpose in life. Such stories can be violent,
but never meaninglessly. Ultimately, good wins over evil, and life goes on. But it will definitely be a wild
adventure arriving there.
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